query example or sketch and those images in the database [5] are then calculated and retrieval is performed using an indexing system [6] . The indexing scheme provides an efficient [7] means for searching the image database. Recent research systems have integrated the relevance feedback from users to modify the recovery process to generate semantically perception and the results of the most significant recovery.
II. Proposed Design Analysis
The search begins with providing an image as the "query image" [8] . The objective is to retrieve images which are similar to the query image. The features that were considered initially include, color, texture and entropy. Different implementations of CBIR make use of different types of user queries. Query by example [9] is a query technique that involves providing the CBIR system with an example image that it will then base its [10] search upon. The underlying search algorithms may vary depending on the application, but result images should all share common elements with the provided example. Options for providing example images to the system include: A pre-existing image may be supplied by the user or chosen from a random set. The user draws a rough approximation of the image they are looking for, for example with blobs of color or general shapes. This query technique removes the difficulties that can arise when trying to describe images with words. The CBIR technique called semantic retrieval starts with a user making a request like "find pictures of Abraham Lincoln".
This type of open-ended task is very difficult for computers to perform-Lincoln may not always be facing the camera or in the same pose. Many CBIR systems therefore generally make use of lower-level features like texture, color, and shape. These features are either used in combination with interfaces that allow easier input of the criteria or with databases [11] that have already been trained to match features [12] (such as faces, fingerprints, or shape matching). However, in general, image retrieval requires human feedback in order to identify higher-level concepts. Combining CBIR search techniques available with the wide-range of potential users and their intent can be a difficult task. An aspect of making CBIR successful relies entirely on the ability to understand the user intent. CBIR systems can make use of relevance feedback [13] , where the user progressively refines the search results by marking images in the results as "relevant", "not relevant", or "neutral" to the search query, then repeating the search with the new information. The most common method for comparing two images in content-based image retrieval (typically an example image and an image from the database) is using an image distance measure. An image distance measure compares the similarity of two images in various dimensions such as color, texture, shape, and others. For example a distance of 0 signifies an exact match with the query, with respect to the dimensions that were considered. As one may intuitively gather, a value greater than 0 indicates various degrees of similarities between the images. Search results then can be sorted based on their distance to the queried image. Many measures of image distance (Similarity Models) have been developed. Computing distance measures based on color similarity is achieved by computing a color histogram for each image that identifies the proportion of pixels within an image holding specific values. Examining images based on the colors they contain is one of the most widely used techniques because it can be completed without regard to image size or orientation. However, research has also attempted to segment color proportion by region and by spatial relationship among several color regions. The search begins with providing an image as the "query image" [14] . The objective is to retrieve images which are similar to the query image. The features that were considered initially include, color, texture and entropy. One of the most important features that make possible the recognition [15] of images by humans is color. Color is a property that depends on the reflection of light to the eye and the processing of that information in the brain. We use color every day to tell the difference between objects, places, and the time of day. Usually colors are defined in three dimensional color spaces. These could either be RGB (Red, Green, and Blue), HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value) or HSB (Hue, Saturation, and Brightness). Color combination can be easily visualized using histograms. A color histogram is a type of bar graph, where each bar represents a particular color of the color space being used. Texture measures look for visual patterns in images and how they are spatially defined. Textures are represented by texels which are then placed into a number of sets, depending on how many textures are detected in the image. These sets not only define the texture, but also where in the image the texture is located. Texture is a difficult concept to represent. The identification of specific textures in an image is achieved primarily by modeling texture as a two-dimensional gray level variation. The relative brightness of pairs of pixels is computed such that degree of contrast, regularity, coarseness and directionality may be estimated. The problem is in identifying patterns of co-pixel variation and associating them with particular classes [16] of textures such as silky, or rough. Fig. 1 shows the basic design of our CBIR system. We retrieve images in three stages, in the initial stage, we retrieved images with respect to the color, if the user is satisfied with the retrieval results, we stopped there itself, thereby not giving much work to the system. If not, the retrieval was carried out based on the texture of the images (we calculated the overall pixel intensity of the images.). If the user is still not satisfied with the results, we calculated the entropy of images before comparing them.
Figure1. Design Diagram
The bars in a color histogram are referred to as bins and they represent the x-axis. The number of bins depends on the number of colors that are in an image. The y-axis denotes the number of pixels there are in each bin. In other words how many pixels in an image are of a particular color. A sample histogram for an image has been shown in the Fig. 2 .
Figure 2. Sample image and its histogram
An image texture is a set of metrics calculated in image processing designed to quantify the perceived texture of an image. Image Texture gives us information about the spatial arrangement of color or intensities in an image or selected region of an image. Image textures can be artificially created or found in natural scenes captured in an image. Image textures are one way that can be used to help in Segmentation (image processing) or classification of images. To analyze an image texture in computer graphics, there are two ways to approach the issue: Structured Approach and Statistical Approach. A structured approach sees an image texture as a set of primitive texels in some regular or repeated pattern. This works well when analyzing artificial textures. To obtain a structured description a characterization of the spatial relationship of the texels is gathered by using Voronoi tessellation of the texels. A statistical approach sees an image texture as a quantitative measure of the arrangement of intensities in a region. In general this approach is easier to compute and is more widely used, since natural textures are made of patterns of irregular sub elements. The use of edge detection to determine the number of edge pixels in a specified region helps determine a characteristic of texture complexity. After edges have been found the direction of the edges can also be applied as a characteristic of texture and can be useful in determining patterns in the texture. These directions can be represented as an average or in a histogram. Consider a region with N pixels. the gradient-based edge detector is applied to this region by producing two outputs for each pixel p: the gradient magnitude Mag(p) and the gradient direction Dir(p). The edgeness per unit area can be defined by for some threshold T. To include orientation with edgeness we can use histograms for both gradient magnitude and gradient direction. Let H mag (R) denote the normalized histogram of gradient magnitudes of region R, and let H dir denote the normalized histogram of gradient orientations of region R. Both are normalized according to the size N R Then is quantitative texture description of region R. Cooccurrence matrix captures numerical features of a texture using spatial relations of similar gray tones. Numerical features computed from the co-occurrence matrix can be used to represent, compare, and classify textures. The following are a subset of standard features derivable from a normalized co-occurrence matrix:
where is the th entry in a gray-tone spatial dependence matrix, and Ng is the number of distinct gray-levels in the quantized image. One negative aspect of the co-occurrence matrix is that the extracted features do not necessarily correspond to visual perception. Comparing images based on color alone will not be sufficient for efficient retrieval. Hence, another property called, "texture" is taken into account. Texture describes the physical composition of the picture. We have made use of the wavelet transform technique to analyze the texture of the image. Wavelet [17] is a small wave and wavelet transformation is the process of converting a signal into a series of wavelets. This technique was very helpful to obtain coarser information from the image that is not readily available in the raw image and helped in analyzing the image and identifying patterns on it. The main objective of the wavelet [18] transformation was to calculate the pixel intensity of the images, based on which, the further comparisons can be made. Since MatLab has built-in functions for wavelet transformation; it was very easier for us to carry out our work. We first decomposed the image into 4 sub-bands (low-low, low-high, high-low, high-high bands) each of different frequency. We observed that, the frequency was concentrated much in the low-low sub band and used the same for further decompositions. We considered almost all kinds of wavelet methods available for decomposition [19] . Of those, we found that, Daubechies wavelet proved to provide us good results. In particular, we incorporated "db10" for our testing purposes. The following Fig. 3 shows the wavelet function as a graph. 
An Efficient Content Based Image Retrieval System
Similarity is a measure of distance between image features. Fig. 4 shows the similarity of a query image to two images. Different similarity measures are described in literature, the commonly used in CBIR systems are Minkowski distance, Euclidean distance and the quadratic distance metric. The commonly used method of evaluating the performance of a CBIR system is Precision and Recall Graphs. The precision and recall are the measures of the effectiveness and robustness of the system. 
III. Image Retrieval Through Relevance Feedback
Most of the currently available CBIR systems require the end user to provide feedback to the application, in the sense, the end user is expected to train the CBIR system with some positive images which are visually similar to the query image and, some negative images which are in no way related to the query image. This approach, though seems to be beneficial for the application to study the query image in detail, it consumes much of the user"s time in making them interact with the application in a long duration. This will ultimately make the end user tired of following the process, which is not the expected response. Hence, we have excluded the relevance feedback [20] option, and introduced the entropy based retrieval.
IV. Image Conversion
Before uploading an image into the image database, we had to check its specifications. If the image doesn"t correspond to our requirement of 256 bit, we had to convert it into an image of bit depth equal to 8. We used rgb2ind () method for achieving this. One more important prerequisite to deal with images in MatLab is the image size. We chose the dimension 160*120. We used the built-in function imresize () to automatically convert the images before uploading into the database.
V. Performance And Results
The database had nearly 500 images all of type 256 bit ".bmp"s, and size 160*120; Fig. 5 shows a portion of database. Fig. 6 shows the query image as follows.
Figure 5. Images in the database

Figure 6. Query Image
The above image is processed with respect to color. Following steps hold good. Histogram [4] will be generated first using imhist () method. Fig. 7 shows the snapshot of the same. The above step is repeated for all the images in the database images. Quadratic distance is found between each pair of images. Distance value is sorted. Top most results are displayed. Fig. 9 shows the quadratic distance between images. In the texture portion of the work, the query image is decomposed into 4 sub bands for 6 times (6 levels of decomposition for getting coarser information). So also the images in the database are decomposed. Fig. 10 shows a sample decomposed image.
Finally, the energy (the pixel intensity) of each decomposed image is calculated. A graph showing the Euclidean distance between the images is shown in Fig. 11 . Final step is to find the Euclidean distance between query image and every image in the database. Fig. 12 shows the sample output. If the user is not satisfied with the results, he/she can opt for entropy based image retrieval. There, only exactly matching images will be displayed. Fig. 13 shows the entropy based image retrieval. As it can be seen from the execution results, color based retrieval focuses only on color factor. The efficiency is less than 50%, whereas in texture [21] based image retrieval, it was improved to 75%. Finally, in entropy based image retrieval, the efficiency is nearly 95%. 
VI. Content Based Satellite Cloud Image Retrieval: Application
The satellite cloud image is a valuable source of information in weather forecasting and early prediction of different atmospheric disturbances such as typhoons, hurricanes etc. Due to the increased number and resolutions of the Earth imaging sensors and image acquisition techniques, the satellite image data is growing enormously which makes it difficult to store and manage. The traditional image retrieval technique is inefficient in retrieving these images. Content-based image retrieval is an approach from data mining community which provides the solution of managing this huge quantity of data. In this research, a ContentBased Image Retrieval (CBIR) system has been developed using gray level, texture and shape as retrieval features from the satellite image repository. The system allows the user to search for an image on the basis of any of the three features alone or in combination by assigning weights to the features. The histogram approach can be used to extract the gray level feature, texture feature is extracted using gray level co-occurrence matrix method and the shape feature is extracted using the morphological operations. The images and the extracted feature vectors can be stored in the Oracle 10g database. Euclidean distance metric is used to compute the similarity between the images. The system is robust as it provides search based on the multiple features. The performance of the system can be evaluated by analyzing the retrieval results using precision. Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is based on the low level visual features [22] of the images these features are colour, texture and shape and spatial relation. Texture [23] and shape are important features in the meteorological satellite images. Different types of clouds have different shapes. The types of clouds associated with the Tropical Cyclone (TC) are the cumulonimbus types of clouds. Also the different objects in the meteorological satellite images such as typhoons, hurricanes can also be described by the shape [24] feature. There have been developed image retrieval systems for the remote sensing image archival. The focus of this research is to develop a CBIR system for the retrieval of the TC images from the meteorological satellite archival that can allow the meteorologists to study the past weather system and understand the current weather system. 
VII. Conclusion And Future Work
We have planned to incorporate the text based image retrieval into the current work for even more improving the retrieval efficiency. Since the CBIR system is based on the color feature, the retrieval results are directly and easy to tell the performances. In the future work, we hope to build a generalized query method which increase the system searching ability and provide more accurate content descriptions of places of interest places by performing color feature analysis and CCH image extraction simultaneously. As a result, the CBIR system will be able to suggest more relevant annotations and descriptions. Furthermore, we hope to optimize the system architecture and modules proposed in this paper. There exists some detail setting can be discussed and optimized with the images retrieval issues.
